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ex 3

present, past

fill in present simple or past simple
Wir gingen in den Supermarkt. (go) We ________________ to the supermarket.
question: _________ we ________________ to the supermarket?
negative: No, we _____________________ to the supermarket.
positive:
Yes, we ________________ to the supermarket.
Ich esse einen Apfel. (eat)I ________________ an apple.
question: _________ I ________________ an apple?
negative: No, I ______________________ an apple.
positive:
Yes, I ________________ an apple
Ich fand den Schlüssel. (find) I ________________ the key.
question: _________ I ________________ the key?
negative: No, I _____________________ the key.
positive:
Yes, I ________________ the key.
Mary lives in London.
_________ Mary ________________ in London?
Tom did the washing-up.
_________ Tom ________________ the washing up?
Helen works hard for her examination.
_________ Helen ________________ hard for her examination?
Joe and Tom do their homework.
_________ Joe and Tom ________________ their homework?
He knows all about cars.
_________ he ________________ all about cars?
Mary came in time.
_________ Mary ________________ in time?
Father does the housework.
_________ father ________________ the housework?
You did your best.
_________ you ________________ the best?
They have dinner at seven o’clock.
_________ they ________________ dinner at seven o’clock?
His brother does well in school.
_________ his brother ________________ well in school?
She goes to England.
_________ she ________________ to England?
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The children played in the park.
_________ the children ________________ in the park?
Jane has a house of her own.
_________ Jane ________________ a house of her own?
The children water the plants every day.
_________ they ________________ the plants every day?
They had a good time in the mountains.
_________ they ________________ a good time in the mountains?
They like skiing.
_________ they ________________ skiing?
She has wonderful plants.
_________ she ________________ wonderful plants?
Translate:
Ich will einen Schlecker (want)
_____________________________________________________
Will ich einen Schlecker?
_____________________________________________________
Hanna und Hanni verkauften ein Haus.(sell)
_____________________________________________________
Verkauften Hanni und Hanna ein Haus?
_____________________________________________________
Du nimmst das Buch. (take)
_____________________________________________________
Nimmst du das Buch?
_____________________________________________________
Wir lasen ein Buch (read)
_____________________________________________________
Lasen wir ein Buch?
_____________________________________________________
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